Application Note

When to Replace a Relay with a Multiplexer

ABSTRACT

As many systems become smaller and more cost constrained, one potential for savings can come from shrinking the signal chain. Almost every system contains some type of switching and historically, mechanical relays were used. This implementation can be good from a performance perspective, but comes with a significant tradeoff on size, cost, and reliability. In more modern designs, Photorelays are often used instead of mechanical relays. These typically take a small hit on signal performance to drastically reduce size and cost while increasing reliability. Many systems can be further optimized by using TI’s integrated Flat On-Resistance Multiplexers instead of Photorelays. In this application note, we go over the differences in performance, cost, size, and reliability between these three solutions.

Though these three devices can serve similar purposes, their internal designs are very different. Mechanical relays typically consist of an inductive coil and a switch. When current excites the coil, it becomes magnetic and pulls two pieces of metal together. Photorelays have a similar operation except instead of a coil, an LED is used to drive the gate of a MOSFET on/off. A multiplexer integrates multiple drivers and MOSFETs on to the same chip and drives the gate with a constant voltage source. As a result, Multiplexers save PCB space compared to Photorelay and mechanical relays.

Figure 1-1. Equivalent Circuits (from left to right): Mechanical Relay, PhotoRelay, Multiplexer
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1 Size Requirement

One of the largest benefits to an integrated multiplexer switching solution is size. For example, a conventional mechanical relay solution. In a 16-channel system, 16 SPST (1:1, 1 channel) relays would be needed, accounting for >450mm² board area. This is before including any relay driver ICs. Compare this to a Photorelay solution and the user can see that the size requirements reduce dramatically. But Photorelays can not be driven directly through GPIO and need an LED driver to control the state of each switch. This adds to the solution size and increases the system complexity, as well as power requirements. TI’s Multiplexer solution such as the TMUX821x does not require any additional ICs. Each individual switch can be controlled by standard digital pins with 1.8V Logic. As a result, TI’s switch solution is even smaller than a comparable Photorelay solution.

Figure 1-1. 16 Channel, 50V Solution Size Comparison (not drawn to scale)

2 Reliability Over Time

Photorelays offer a clear improvement in reliability over mechanical relays, since there are no moving parts. Photorelays are controlled optically through an LED. Typically, this LED will degrade over time more quickly than the switch itself depending on temperature, forward current, switch speed, and so on. As the LED degrades, more current is needed to fully turn on the photorelay. This can necessitate system changes and increase system size to compensate for this reliability. TI multiplexer’s reliability is not dependent on the drive strength of the control or switching frequency. As long as the voltage driving the multiplexer is above the threshold and within the operating conditions of the device, the switch will always turn on. This threshold voltage does not change over time, unlike the drive current of an LED.
Additionally, multiplexers will have additional ESD protection to protect the device during handling and assembly. Often, photorelays do not have this added integration and need external components to accomplish the same level of protection.

3 Power Consumption

Another key system requirement is power consumption. On a mechanical relay and a Photorelay device, the main power is consumed by the coil and the LED respectively. The current consumption can vary depending on the device and implementation, but typically 100mW/channel is needed to excite the coil on a mechanical relay. For a Photorelay, the LED typically needs 5mW/channel to fully turn on the switch. On a 4-channel multiplexer, the supply would consume <2.5mW per channel. So, in the 16-channel example shown in Figure 1-1, the mechanical solution would use 1600mW, the Photorelay would use 80mW plus the power consumed by the LED driver, and the multiplexers would use <20mW. Using a multiplexer can dramatically reduce a system’s power needs for portable and low power solutions.

4 Switching Speed and Hot Switching

Because Photorelays and Multiplexers are solid state devices with no moving parts, they do not have the issue of bouncing like mechanical relays. Bouncing occurs when a mechanical relay changes state. Because the switch is physical, there is a period where the switch bounces between the on and off state before settling. Additionally, Photorelay and Multiplexers can be hot switched (turned on/off when a voltage is present on the switch) with no impact to reliability for the same reason. In a mechanical relay, this hot switching can wear down or even weld the contactors causing severe issues with reliability.

Another key benefit of multiplexers is their much faster turn on/off time. Mechanical Relays turn on/off in the order of 1-10ms. Photorelays improve on this to about 0.1-1ms. Multiplexers improve even more to about 50-500us. This can increase operation speed and remove potential synchronization errors in the system. Another important performance difference is that Photorelay turn on/off time is dependent on the LED drive current. As the forward current on the LED increases, the turn off time increases. Multiplexers have no such dependency and switch at a constant speed regardless of the GPIO drive voltage.

Figure 4-1. Switching Profile Example (from top to bottom) Mechanical Relay, PhotoRelay, Multiplexer
5 Signal Isolation

A key performance metric of any switch is how well it isolates signals across the switch when off. See the equivalent circuit diagram shown here Figure 5-1. Ideally, the switch's off-resistance will be very high and the capacitance from input to output will be very low. When a signal is present on one side of the switch, we can calculate the ratio of output voltage to input voltage in dB across a frequency range. For Photorelay and multiplexer devices, Off-isolation performance is comparable across frequency but can vary depending on architecture. TI's Flat On-Resistance Multiplexers have a slight advantage due to an internal isolation shunt.

![Figure 5-1. MOSFET Simplified Capacitance Parasitics](image)

6 Capacitance

For transient and AC systems, switch capacitance can impact signal quality. See Figure 6-1. There are two main capacitive components of a MOSFET. The capacitance across the switch and the capacitance on the switch to ground. In many PhotoRelay data sheets, the capacitance across the switch is specified as Coff. This capacitance defines the AC isolation of the switch as a high pass filter. The larger this capacitance, the more AC voltage will be passed over the switch when off. It is also important to note that this capacitance is not flat across frequency, and typically increases at higher frequencies. For Multiplexer devices, this parameter is often not defined in the data sheets and instead, off-isolation is defined directly as the performance when the switch is off. But these values can be easily converted using Figure 6-1.

\[
C_{sd} = \frac{A^2}{w^2 R^2 (1-A^2)} \quad A = 10^{\frac{OSIO}{20}} \quad w = 2\pi f \\
R = 50*2 \\
OSIO = 20\log_{10}\left(\frac{Rw}{\sqrt{1+(Rw)^2}}\right)
\]

![Figure 6-1. Off-isolation to Equivalent Capacitance Equations (Assumes a 50-ohm Impedance System)](image)

The other key parasitic is the capacitance to ground on a multiplexer. This is described as Coff when the switch is off and Con when the switch is on in the data sheet. This capacitance defines the AC performance as a low-pass filter. The larger this capacitance, the more signals will be attenuated at high frequencies. In Photorelays, there is no direct ground reference. So, the equivalent to this capacitance is defined as total capacitance. Often times the key care about in a system is actually the RC of the switch. This is defined by the on-resistance and the capacitance multiplied together. Typically the lower the RC, the better the switch will perform at high speed.
7 On-Resistance and Flatness

One disadvantage many multiplexer devices have is On-Resistance. Because of the architecture of many multiplexer devices, the On-Resistance can vary significantly across bias voltage. This can result in large distortions on the output. However, TI’s Flat On-Resistance family of multiplexers address this issue. These devices keep the On-Resistance flat across a wide bias range. As a result, the performance is more comparable to a Photorelay or mechanical relay. This Flat On-Resistance has significant benefits to system performance, reducing THD and ensuring signal integrity. These Flat On-Resistance multiplexers have extremely low distortion and bridge the performance gap to photorelays. An example of one of these TI multiplexers is the TMUX821x.

8 Leakage Current

One key performance metric in precision systems is leakage current. If a large voltage is applied across the switch when it is off, unwanted current can flow through the MOSFETs. Modern MOSFET designs have reduced this leakage significantly, but for some applications even a few picoamps can affect system performance.

This leakage is typically defined as $I_{\text{off}}$ or off-leakage current. For a mechanical relay, this leakage would be essentially zero, as there is no path for the current to take other than through the insulator. In solid state solutions, the leakage current mostly comes from the Backgate of the MOSFETs. Because photorelays do not have a ground reference, the only path current can take is across the switch. In a Multiplexer, there is some amount of leakage current with respect to ground. TI’s Flat Ron Multiplexer has reduced the leakage of the switch significantly compared to a conventional multiplexer. While not as low as Photorelays, these devices offer compelling performance given their integration.

![Figure 7-1. On-Resistance of a Mechanical Relay, Photorelay, conventional Multiplexer, and TI's Flat Ron Multiplexer](image)

![Figure 8-1. Off-Leakage Current of a Photorelay, Conventional Multiplexer, and TI's Flat Ron Multiplexer](image)
The final note to remember for leakage current, is temperature dependency. Ioff increases exponentially across temperature. This behavior is true for both Photorelays and multiplexers. As a result, system temperature need to be kept as low as possible for precision applications, ideally below 50°C.

9 Integrated Protection
Because multiplexers are integrated ICs, they often will incorporate additional features that are not found on mechanical relays or Photorelays. One example of this is overvoltage protection, where the switch will automatically open if an overvoltage event is detected. This can be extremely useful in harsh industrial environments to protect sensitive ICs downstream. For more information see the TMUX741x and Improving Analog Input Modules Reliability Using Fault Protected Multiplexers

10 Latch-up Immunity
The likelihood of a latch-up event occurring increases in integrated analog multiplexers because of the smaller feature size and higher density placement of transistors. This is particularly true for devices that operate in harsh environments susceptible to overvoltage spikes, transients, and current injection. In these environments we recommend a latch-up immune multiplexer using processes such as silicon on insulator (SOI). For more information see Using Latch-Up Immune Multiplexers to Help Improve System Reliability

11 Galvanic Isolation
The one area where Photorelays have a clear advantage is galvanic isolation (often referred to as Isolation voltage). Because the controls of Photorelays are electrically isolated from the switch path, these two controls can be on separate domains based on the isolation voltage rating. This isolation is not always necessary though depending on the system.

In systems where this isolation is needed, TI has Reinforced Power Multiplexers.

12 Conclusion
Though mechanical and Photorelays can be the conventional choice for many switching applications, TI’s integrated multiplexers have many strong advantages with minimal tradeoffs, with a smaller solution size, excellent reliability, low power consumption, and fast switching speeds. Though it is important to consider the tradeoffs when it comes to leakage current, on-resistance flatness, and capacitance, as they relate to the system requirements. TI’s Flat On-Resistance multiplexers have bridged this gap significantly offering lower leakage currents and flatness, while integrating Latch-up immunity and overvoltage protection.
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